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Infrared spectroscopy is a
technique based on the
vibrations of the atoms of a
molecule. An infrared spectrum
is commonly obtained by
passing infrared radiation
through a sample and
determining what fraction of
the incident radiation is
absorbed at a particular energy.

NIR Spectroscopy and Aquaphotomics: 
basic principles
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Representative samples

Experimental design

Temperature dependent

Indirect technology, then…

Reference methods to 
calibrate 

Parallel sampling for 
reference and spectroscopy

Data processing

Sampling, optical geometry, and 
instrumentation
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Last decade 
applications
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Last decade applications
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To evaluate the impact of
innovative fertilizers on rice
plants (Oryza sativa L. var.
Sirio CL) and to study the
possibility of using NIR
spectroscopy to investigate
the biochemical variations at
leaf level.



Process Control
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Scale transposition tests on small-sized 

plants (capacity: 20-40 kg of fresh edible 

product) - pilot scale



Process Control
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Sample preparation is not required leading to significant 
reductions in analysis time.

Waste and reagents are minimized (sustainable approach).

Spectra may be obtained in non-invasive manner.

NIR allows us to create calibration models for predicting 
concentrations in real time (during the transformation process)

Possibility of using it in a wide range of applications (physical 
and chemical) and viewing relationships difficult to observe by 
other means.

Overlapping bands (combination), not easy to interpret.

Differences in spectra are often very subtle.

Usually not for trace level analysis.

Precision of reference methods.

Number of samples.

Conclusions
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Conclusions
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Thank you

The OECD-COLEACP Fruits and Vegetables Industry Series focuses on market access conditions and 
opportunities for the fruit and vegetable sector, especially for fruit and vegetables producers and 

exporters from ACP-countries. This activity is supported by the Fit For Market SPS programme, 
implemented by COLEACP within the Framework of Development Cooperation between the 

Organisation of African, Caribbean and Pacific States (OACPS) and the European Union.


